To access eGrade, click on Calculus or Physics HW on our syllabus or schedule: http://academic.evergreen.edu/curricular/energy0405/syll.htm

First you need to Register for the Class
Type in the code your faculty sent by email, not the code that came with your text
Fill in your information (with your own name, etc.)

And you will get a confirmation notice
You have several ways to open an assignment. One way is to click on Calculus HW on the syllabus:

If you select the first assignment like this:
You may be asked to login. Use the name and password your just created. Don't worry about the Math Package for now. You can load it next time you logon if you like.

If you choose Start a new assignment, you will have two options:
If you choose to Work an assignment on-line right now, the online assignment will open up and you can start inputting your answers.

To go to the next problem, click NEXT: [Next]

When you are done, or ready for feedback, click GRADE [Grade]

You will then get feedback on your work. You can retake an assignment as many times as you like.
Here are results from an incomplete homework assignment:

You can get detailed feedback by clicking on any Question:

You can take each assignment as many times as you like, to improve your score and, more importantly, to develop deeper understanding.

We recommend that you work the homework on paper in advance.
Repeat this process to register for our physics eGrade site. Click on Physics HW on the syllabus or schedule.

And it will take you to the physics site, which looks a lot like the calculus site, except named /zitae.

Then repeat the same process. You only have to register once for physics, and once for calculus.

Once you are registered, you can now access homework assignments as your faculty creates them. Choose Select an Assignment, and you will be prompted to logon. Use the same name and password as for calculus HW.